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Taal is a society that provides a
platform for students to express
their talent and creativity by
sharing their love for music.

Whether you are a seasoned
musician or beginner to the world
of music Taal is the place for
you. Taal motivates students to
perform music in various languages
like English, Hindi and Bengali.

Both classical and western music
are practiced by us. Through a
range of activities like karaoke,
jam sessions, regular practices
and performing at different fests
we nurture a inclusive environment
for every member.



Mr O.P. Roy Mr Ghosh

Our music teachers are like mentors,
always there to lend a hand and keep us

inspired. They patiently guide us
through instrument lessons, helping us
unlock our potential. Their advice on
song choices is spot-on, pushing us to

explore new styles and grow as
musicians. They make learning music feel

like an exciting adventure.



Visiting the swaram workshop and
later on the sound garden was a

really unique experience. We see
instruments being mass produced all

around the world but what makes
swaram special is the fact that

their instruments are handmade by
skilled artisans. First was the

showroom which had a display of all
kinds of instruments. We were

intrigued by an instrument which
consisted of a large granite slab

with multiple carvings, rubbing the
stone with wet hands produced a

serene sound. We had the chance of
making our own instrument. We were
able to recreate the multi step 
process which went behind making
instruments, needless to say it

requires a lot of hard work.
Alongside the workshop was the sound

garden which had numerous
instruments on display, Overall we

were able to learn a lot while
having fun.



In the ever-changing world of the 21st
century, music has undergone a remarkable
evolution, reflecting modern society and the
myriad of voices that shape it. Artists are
blending sounds and styles and are creating
fresh beats that defy expectations. From
billboard pop hits to soul-stirring
melodies, music prevails as the ultimate
global language of connection. 

In this edition, we explore some popular
artists and bands who are pushing the
boundaries of creativity and innovation.



Coldplay's music is a unique blend of
emotive lyrics and vibrant soundscapes,
dating back to their debut in 2000. Since
then, they have become global stars, with
iconic hits like 'Fix You' and 'Viva la
Vida' becoming hits and instilling deep
emotions through captivating melodies that
remain timeless musical bands.



Are you ready to add some more feel good
and soul-stirring music to your playlist?
Then look no further than The Lumineers, a
folk-rock band originating from Denver,
Colorado. Some of their songs, including
“Ho Hey” and “Ophelia” have topped charts
internationally and their albums have
received several Grammy nominations. With
their authentic storytelling and soulful
melodies, their music resonates deeply
with listeners worldwide.



Taylor Swift switches
seamlessly from genres like
classic country songs like
‘Love Story’ to pop anthems
like ‘Shake it Off’. Adding
to this she has a handful of
heartfelt songs with
emotional lyrics, this
includes songs like ‘All To
Well’ and ‘Blank Space’
these songs explore
heartbreak, love and self
discovery which resonates
with a global audience. Her
ability to tell a beautiful
story with catchy melodies
make her a cultural icon,
continually shaping the
music landscape.



Arijit Singh music mainly focuses on blend
of romantic ballads and poignant
composition. His music influences people
due to its emotive power and relatability.
His soulful vocals and heartfelt lyrics
resonate with listeners deeply. One of his
most popular songs are "Tum Hi Ho",
"Channa Mereya" and "Gerua”.
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https://indiebandguru.com/evolution-
of-music-in-the-21st-century/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coldplay
https://thevogue.com/artists/the-
lumineers/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm2357
847/bio/
https://www.jiosaavn.com/artist/arijit
-singh-bio/LlRWpHzy3Hk_


